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Abstract

3 Ž . nat Ž .In the reaction He 1.8 GeV q Ag, events are observed with a heavy fragment HF , AG10, in coincidence with
charged particles detected over 70% of 4p solid angle. Calorimetric measurements show high thermal excitation energies of
the target primary fragment: 6–8 MeV per nucleon for HF mass R45. For these excitation energies, the probability for
having an evaporative residue is shown to be unexpectedly high when compared with current multifragmentation models.
This result is interpreted as linked to the use of light ion projectiles at relatively low incident energy. q 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 25.70.Pq; 25.55.-e; 25.70.Gh

1. Motivation

One of the main objectives of heavy ion physics
is the determination of bulk properties of nuclear

q Experiment performed at Laboratoire National Saturne,
Saclay, France.
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matter versus temperature andror density. Since nu-
clei are small entities, a more direct and perhaps
more appropriate question is: what happens to a
nucleus when it is heated, i.e. when it is given
internal randomized excitation energy Ew? Thisth

question has been addressed theoretically by many
w xauthors 1–6 . Perhaps the most detailed answer in

terms of possible final states is provided by the
w x w xapproaches of Bondorf et al. 4 and Gross et al. 5 ,

who calculate the probability of the possible parti-
tions of the system, basically in a canonical statisti-
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Žcal model, for given volume and temperature or
w. wexcitation energy E . At low E , evaporation dom-th th

inates, characterized by a heavy residue. As Ew
th

approaches the total binding energy, evaporation
gives way to pseudo-fission and multifragmentation;

w xat still higher values, vaporisation may occur 7 . In
these calculations, the ‘‘effective thresholds’’ are
however functions of the average density of the
system. In particular, multifragmentation appears at
lower Ew, when the density is diminishing. In fact,th

one is led in the Gross model, to assume the statisti-
cal decay to occur at reduced nuclear density around
rfr r3, where r is the normal density, in order0 0

to achieve a good representation of the heavy ion
w xdata 5,8 . This is generally interpreted as due to the

expansion of the system, driven by the accumulation
of compressional energy in the first stage of the

w xcollision. Friedman 9 , who explicitly incorporated
such an expansion in a statistical model, arrived at
similar conclusions. An interesting aspect of the

w xmodels 4,5 is that they predict the compound nu-
cleus survival probability W for excitation ener-comp

gies accessible in both heavy and light ion induced
reactions.

The possible determination of these effective
thresholds by heavy ion experiments raises a diffi-
culty; the formation of an ideally thermalized source
in the course of the collision can hardly be estab-
lished. Would it be the case, the separation of effects

Žrelated to the heating process as pre-equilibrium
.emission from those associated with the evolution

of the equilibrated system itself, is not obvious, not
to speak of the mixing of several sources in some
situations. Using light ions offers, as it is largely

w xbelieved 10–12 , many advantages in this respect:
formation of a single source, small angular momen-
tum, minimal compression, etc., and this up to the
GeV range according to a recent investigation by

w x 3Colonna et al. and others 13,14 of He-induced
reactions.

Motivated by these considerations, an experiment
has been performed at the Laboratoire National Sat-
urne, Saclay, France, using a 3He beam at 1.8, 3.6

nat Žand 4.8 GeV incident energies, a Ag target of
2 .thickness 1.08 mgrcm and a detector system, to be

described below, allowing the detection of events
with a heavy residue as well as of multifragmenta-

w xtion events. In previous publications 15–19 , the

emphasis was put on the latter. For the lowest inci-
dent energy, the evaluated cross-section for multi-
fragmentation is low: ;10 mb. In this paper we
report on a complementary study, restricting to this
incident energy. More specifically, we address the
question of the compound nucleus survival by di-

Ž .rectly detecting a single heavy fragment HF and its
accompanying charged debris. Events with excitation
energies reaching 80% of the binding energy are
characterized by a coupled Intra Nuclear Cascade
and classical evaporation code. Also the extracted
experimental W values are compared to multi-comp

fragmentation model predictions.

2. The experiment

The experimental set-up, consisted of three parts:
Ž .i An annular hodoscope, DELTA, was employed to
detect HF’s, which included 30 high-field Si detec-
tors about 140 mm thick. DELTA covered angles
between 58 to 108 and the target-detector flight path

Ž . w xwas approximately 60 cm. ii The array ISiS 20 ,
containing 162 triple detector telescopes in a spheri-

Ž .cal geometry, in which light charged particles LCP ,
Ž . Ž .Zs1, 2 , and intermediate mass fragments IMF ,
Ž .3FZF20 , were detected. The angular coverage
ranges between 148 to 86.58 and 93.58 to 1668. Each
telescope is composed of a gas ionisation chamber, a
500 mm ion-implanted silicon detector and a 28 mm

Ž .CsI T ll crystal. The geometrical acceptance is ap-
proximately 70% and the energy thresholds are lower
than 1 A MeV. Unit charge resolution is obtained up
to Zs20. Mass resolution is obtained for those

Žparticles which punch through the Si counters ZF
. Ž . w x2 . iii An active beam collimator was used 18 .

A noteworthy feature of this experiment is the
possibility of detecting a recoiling HF in DELTA in
coincidence with charged particles in ISiS. The mass,
m , and velocity, Õ , of the HF were determinedHF HF

from the time between DELTA and ISiS and energy
w xmeasurements. Corrections for time delay 21 and

w xenergy defect 22 are included. The latter was com-
pleted in a separate measurement through a coinci-
dent set-up using slowed down fission fragments
from a 252 Cf source. Velocity and energy thresholds
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are lower than 0.3 cmrns and 2.5 MeV, respec-
tively.

3. Calorimetry

All theoretical investigations of nucleon- and light
Žion-nucleus interaction point to a rapid ;30–40

.fmrc thermalisation process with a net energy loss
through the emission of pre-equilibrium nucleons,
pions, and to a lesser extent, composite particles,
producing an excited, basically thermalized, primary
target residue which subsequently de-excites by
emission of lower energy particles LCP’s and IMF’s.
Adopting this scenario as the basic premise of our
analysis, we can extract the mass number A , theth

charge Z and ‘‘thermal energy’’, Ew, of the pri-th th

mary fragment, event by event, by standard calori-
metric methods. We give a few details.

We consider two classes of events with a mini-
Ž .mum bias in ISiS: those with a HF m G10 inHF

Ž .DELTA denoted class I , and those with no HF
Ž . wdetected in DELTA class II . The quantity E forth

Ž .class I events is evaluated as follows; i we account
for the detector acceptance, which includes the effi-
ciency as a function of charge and mass for low
energy particles. Efficiency corrections were estab-
lished with the aid of an event generator INCq
EVAPqFILTER, which consists of an intranuclear

w x w xcascade code 10 , an evaporation code 23 and a
filtering routine accounting for angular acceptance,
energy thresholds, energy losses, as well as for the

Ž .angular straggling of the HF in the target. ii The
primary charge Z is obtained by summing allth

charges, after efficiency corrections. If necessary, the
mass of IMF’s and HF’s is deduced from their

Ž .charge or vice-versa by reading off a correspon-
dence table built from the simulation. The mass
number A is determined from Z by assuming ath th

Ž .Z rA ratio in the valley of stability. iii Subtract-th th

ing the efficiency corrected total mass of the de-
tected particles from A yields the number of neu-th

² :trons N . The mean neutron energies K weren n
w xevaluated using the codes EVAP 23 and LILITA

w x Ž . w24 . iv The quantity E is computed from the sumth
w ² :E sN K qÝ K qQ, over thermal particlesth n n i i

w x16 , corrected for the efficiency, and including Q-

values. For LCP’s the sum is extended over particles
with kinetic energies, K , which are below 25, 32,i

39, 54 and 61 MeV for p, d, t, 3He and 4 He,
respectively. These values correspond to rather
well-defined changes of slope in the particle spectra3.
This procedure is partly justified by pre-equilibrium
calculations, at least for the nucleon-nucleus case
w x25 . It is worth mentioning that the largest correc-
tion to the observed energy comes from the neutrons.
On the average, about 50% of Ew is directly ob-th

served. We estimate the uncertainty on EwrA to beth th

smaller than ;0.5 MeVrnucleon.
The analysis yields a nearly constant A f 92th

for Ew G250 MeV, which is also the prediction ofth

the INC model itself. This observation re-inforces
the validity of the procedure. This led us to develop
a second method where A and Z are assumed andth th

given by the INC model. The missing mass, charge
and corresponding energies were assumed to arise
only from LCP’s and IMF’s in the same proportion
as the detected particles in the event. In both formu-
lations, the average Ew comes out to be the same.th

Events with characteristics of fission have been iden-
tified; their relative proportion is negligible.

A similar analysis was performed for class II
events using the second method and including the
efficiency corrections. To test the validity of this
prescription, class I events were analyzed by ignor-
ing the HF information in DELTA. The event-by-
event comparison shows that the reconstructed HF

˜wmass, m , and energy, E , agree reasonably with˜ HF th

the measured m and Ew values. Therefore class IIHF th

events, where the HF is lost, can still be considered,
with good confidence, as containing a single heavy
fragment.

4. Results

Fig. 1 shows, for class I events, the joint distribu-
tion of m and e sEwrA for IMF multiplicity,HF th th th

N s0. The highest yield is for events with mIMF HF

f65. Note that a similar plot is obtained for class II
events for Ew R250 MeV, but with somewhat nar-th

3 w xThese values are relatively low, compared to Ref. 16 and
therefore give a thermal energy value which is rather conservative.
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Fig. 1. Experimental e -residual mass joint distribution for class Ith
Ž .events see text . Correspondence between color levels and counts

is given on the right. Level contours equidistant in the logarithmic
of the counts are drawn to guide the eye. The solid line represents
the mean trend in the model calculations.

rower widths. Due to the 70% geometrical efficiency
of ISiS, not all events are true N s0 events.IMF

Using FILTER and the experimental N distribu-IMF

tion, we find that 16% of these events correspond in
fact to N )0. Given that the IMF Z-distributionIMF

decreases rapidly with increasing Z, this shows that
the loss of mass from the HF by IMF emission is not
significant. Further, the same plot as Fig. 1 but with
condition N s1 or 2 shows essentially the sameIMF

trend but with decreasing statistics and a shift to
lower residual mass with increasing N . No shiftIMF

to higher e is apparent.th

In light-ion-induced reactions the highest yield of
HF is expected for mass values close to that of the

w xtarget 26 , which is not the case in Fig. 1. The
failure to observe these HF’s results from the fact
that primary residues with low excitation energy
have also suffered a small momentum transfer; their
low velocity, conjugated with the energy losses in
the target and the energy thresholds in DELTA,
makes their detection difficult. Primary residues with
high excitation energy have a larger velocity and are
less affected by losses and thresholds, but they give
rise to HF’s with smaller mass. For our apparatus,
these effects give a rather uniform DELTA effi-
ciency of 60% for m Q55.HF

The striking feature of Fig. 1 is the high values of
e still compatible with the existence of a heavyth

residue. This interpretation is supported by the corre-
lation with the recoil velocity. The latter is more or
less consistent with the transfer of a fraction of the
incident momentum equal to the ratio of the excita-
tion energy to the incident kinetic energy, except for
the e ;9 MeVrnucleon events. The latter areth

incomplete events. Putting a constraint of 80% on
the total charge detected, removes this part of Fig. 1,
leaving the shape of the rest of the distribution
basically unchanged. Thus, Fig. 1 suggests that,
within statistics, the upper limit for observed e isth

f8 MeVrnucleon giving residual masses of m sHF

45–50. In this mass window, the e spectrum isth

displayed in Fig. 2. The mean value corresponds to
EwrB ;0.8, B being the total binding energy ofth tot t o t

the primary residue. Comparing this value with sys-
tematics for the maximum excitation energy at which
heavy fragment is still observed in heavy ion reac-

w xtions 27,28 indicates that the present result is signif-
icantly higher, by 20% or so. This result corroborates

w xthe conclusion of the works of Refs. 29,30 , using
also 3He as a projectile, but determining e by anth

indirect method.

Fig. 2. Experimental e spectrum with the indicated mass windowth
Ž .solid histogram . The dashed curve represents the results of the
model calculations. The two yields are arbitrarily normalised in
order to compare the shapes.
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5. Survival probability

Ž .To obtain a measure of the survival probability
w xW 31 for having a ‘‘compound nucleus’’, i.e. acomp

primary residue that emits slow light particles only,
two approaches were followed. The first one consid-

Žers class Iq II events disregarding the HF informa-
tion in DELTA for class I events to homogenize the

. w xsample . It assumes that vaporization is negligible 7
and that these events with N s0 conditioned byIMF

the reconstructed m G45 are representative of˜ HF

W . Let N be the number of the selected eventscomp 0

and N, the number of events for the same e with˜th

no restriction on N and m . The values of˜IMF HF

W sN rN, after correction for the acceptance ofcomp 0

ISiS, are given by the full circles in Fig. 3, for
intervals of e between 4 and 6.5 MeV. The correc-˜th

tions include the effects due to the widths in the ẽth

determination. For the highest bin in e , N corre-˜th 0

sponds to a cross-section of ;5 mb, evaluated using
w xthe results of Ref. 33 as normalization. Performing

Žthe same analysis but with N F1 emission ofIMF

one IMF at EwrB s0.7–0.8 is sometimes recog-th tot
w x.nized as an evaporative process 9,31 increases the

W values as shown by the open circles in Fig. 3.comp

The second approach deals with class I events only,

Fig. 3. Value of the probability W for having an evaporativecomp
Ž .residue, as a function of e averaged over intervals of 0.5 MeVth

Žfor m G45 with the conditions N s0 and N F1 full˜ HF IMF IMF
.and open circles respectively . The full and open stars are the

predictions from the INCqEVAP model with the same condi-
tions. The square is obtained using the second procedure and
N s0. See text for details. The horizontal bar indicates theIMF

variance s of the e distribution from the INCqEVAPqFILTERth

calculations.

thus including HF information. This time we have to
extrapolate for the HF angular distribution outside
DELTA, using INCqEVAPqFILTER. The ex-
tracted value, W ;0.22, for a high e interval˜comp th

and N s0 is displayed by the square in Fig. 3.IMF

The difference with the first method is attributed
principally to the uncertainties in the target and
threshold corrections that are difficult to estimate for
low velocity, high Z ions. The systematic error on
the W determination can be estimated from thecomp

difference between the two extracted values at ẽth

;6 MeVrnucleon.
We compare the present results with calculations

w x w xby Gross et al. 5 and Botvina et al. 4,31 . The
calculations of Gross are done for Xe and show that
for EwrB s0.8 the evaporative channel consistingth tot

of events with a single HF with m G10 have aHF

vanishingly small probability. Even if pseudo-fission
Ž w x.channel F in Ref. 5 is included, the probability is
less than 0.1. Botvina et al. calculated W for Agcomp

with different parameters of their model. At the
Žhighest considered excitation energy e s 4.75th

.MeVrnucleon they show values of W belowcomp

0.01 for the considered range of parameters4. Com-
paring these results with the measured values for
N s0 shows that the models significantly under-IMF

estimate the data. Larger discrepancies are to be
obtained by considering a higher theoretical value

Ž . Ž .for m Gross et al. or e Botvina et al. . ThisHF th

suggests that hot nuclei, at least those formed by
3He or similar light particles, are considerably more
stable to multifragmentation than expected theoreti-
cally. The present experimental finding is consistent

w x 3with the measurements of Refs. 29,30 , for He and
w xof Ref. 34 for antiprotons. It is also consistent with

the measurements for 3He, over the 0.48–4.8 GeV
w xenergy range 16,33,35 , which show that below 2

GeV the expansion is negligible and that multifrag-
mentation of Ag is not a significant mechanism. This
process becomes important above 2 GeV incident

w x w xenergy 16,36 . Preliminary analyses 36 of W atcomp

4.8 GeV show a decrease, by a factor ;2.

4 w xNote that W in 4 represents only multiplicity one eventscomp
Ž .all nucleons in the big fragment ; however including other events
with one big residue surviving multifragmentation would increase

w xthat value by less that one order of magnitude 32 .
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6. Comparison with INCHevaporation

Although our main objective in this work was to
determine W at high excitation energy, it iscomp

interesting to compare the data with a two-step model
which encompasses the production and the decay of
a hot residue. This is indeed the main hypothesis of
our analysis. To perform such a comparison, we
couple, event-by-event, an INC calculation with an
evaporative code. Details of the INC model can be

w xfound in Ref. 10 . The cascade is stopped at 30
w xfmrc 14 and the characteristics of the primary

residue are introduced in the evaporation code EVAP
w x w x23 , similar to that of Charity et al. 37 . The level
density parameter was set at Ar13 MeVy1. Of

Ž .course, events are filtered code FILTER before
comparing with the data. Although the same model
is used for reconstructing the mass of the primary
fragment and to evaluate the efficiency corrections,
the comparison is nevertheless meaningful, as we
explain below.

The theoretical model reproduces the trend of the
data shown in Fig. 1; the ridge of the theoretical joint
distribution is displayed by the heavy line in Fig. 1.
We stress that this result is not trivial. In the theoreti-
cal model, it comes from the subsequent evolution of

Žthe joint distribution in mass and excitation energy
) .E relative to the primary residue. What is thus

only imposed in the procedure explained above is the
average value of the mass of this primary residue for
the events detected, i.e. the average vertical position
of this distribution would have in the graph of Fig. 1.
We mention that, for E)rA R2 MeVrnucleon, the
theoretical mass spectrum of the primary residue is
practically independent5 of E) and shows a mean
value of ;92 with a width of ;7. From Fig. 1, we
can thus infer that the energy removed from the
primary fragment is ;14 MeV per lost nucleon.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison with the theoretical
model for the distribution of e , a feature that isth

independent of the constraint of the theoretical model
on the analysis above. We see that the agreement is

5 This can be understood as coming from the fact that larger
and larger excitation energy requires a larger and larger number of
nucleon-nucleon collisions: participant nucleons are therefore less

w xand less energetic and can escape less and less easily 38 .

rather good. The same is true for the IMF multiplic-
Žity distribution for large excitation energy not

.shown . This suggests that IMF’s are basically pro-
duced in the evaporative part of a two-step scenario.
Other features, as the energy spectra of emitted
composite particles, except of course for the small
pre-equilibrium component in the forward direction
Ž w x.see Fig. 5 of 18 , are also reasonably well de-
scribed by the theoretical model. Further, the ex-
tracted W values are compared to the INCqcomp

Ž .EVAP predictions stars in Fig. 3 . At low e valuesth

the predictions are reasonably good but overestimate
the data by 30–60% at 6 MeVrnucleon. Neverthe-
less, an overall satisfactory agreement with the data
emerges and provides a convincing support of the
validity of a two-step scenario, with a basically
thermalised primary residue produced at the end of
the first step. In contrast to the heavy ion induced
reaction case, where an external compression could
exist, the present agreement could mean that, even if
the thermal pressure gives rise to expansion after the
hard collisions, the nucleus can return close to nor-
mal density with moderate losses of excitation en-
ergy and mass.

7. Discussion and conclusion

We have reported on an experimental study of the
Ž . nat

3He 1.8 GeV q Ag system in which HF’s are
detected in coincidence with charged particles. The
LCP’s and the IMF’s were detected with 70% of 4p

coverage and low energy thresholds. On the whole
the data are well described by a two-step INCq
evaporation model, giving some confidence in the
characterization of the primary residue. Our analysis

Ž .shows that the latter can sustain excitation thermal
energy up to 80% of the total binding energy without
apparently losing its cohesion, as its decay proceeds
through an evaporative process. An estimate, at this
excitation energy, of the survival probability of these

Ž .heavy primary fragments A;90 against multifrag-
mentation is as large as 20–40%, in the most conser-
vative estimate. This value is considerably larger
than the theoretical expectations, based on the statis-

w xtical models of Refs. 4,5 . This disagreement is not
w xtoo surprising as both theoretical works 4,5,31 as-

Žsume that all fragmentation partitions including ki-
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.netic energy are populated according to the final
phase space density and neglect the path taken to
reach them. The data show that there is some hin-
drance in that path, which can, perhaps, be viewed as
due to barrier penetration in the multidimensional
potential in the ‘‘direction’’ of multifragmentation.

The discrepancies between the experimental Wcomp

values and those calculated by the multifragmenta-
tion models could alternatively be accounted for by
introducing the possible thermal expansion of the
system. One could consider that the expansion gives
rise to substantial losses of mass and excitation
energy such that the multifragmentation is reduced.

w xThis is partly examplified in 39 where the INC
predictions for masses and E) are adjusted for
expansion before injecting these parameters in the

w xmultifragmentation model 4,31 . These modifica-
tions give a lowering of the mean N and aIMF

decrease of the multifragmentation decay mode. We
conjecture that under strong hypotheses on the ex-
pansion, the latter could reduce the discrepancy on
W . It is important to note that the adjustment incomp
w x39 is justified by results from the Expanding Emit-

w xting Source model 9 . However more complete cal-
culations are required to clarify the present issue.

Whatever the explanation, our results reveal a
high resistance against multifragmentation of nuclei
heated by light ion induced reactions in the studied
incident energy range. It is also of interest to under-

Žline that the survival probability is apparently a
.careful analysis is still lacking in this case smaller

when the primary residue is formed by heavy ion
reactions, with the same excitation energy per parti-

w xcle 4 . This is in keeping with the conjecture that
compressionrexpansion effects are more at work in
this case, allowing the excited primary fragment to

Ž .reach conditions smaller density primarily which
are more favourable to multifragmentation.
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